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A Series Of Poems In Which I Am Both Captor And Captive
 

1. A Poem In Which My Dysphoria Turns Bright Red
A poem in which the foxes have the worst timing
A poem in which they sink their fangs into me

They tear apart my flesh 
A poem in which the foxes grin                                         Their teeth dripping

A poem in which the foxes turn my insecurity into a feast
A poem in which

I want to chase them away
but I no longer have the tools

A poem in which I relinquish myself to the foxes
A poem in which I let them eat their fill
A poem in which I don’t even bother to scream
 

2. A Poem In Which A No Feels Selfish
A poem in which my tabby cat sits on my desk staring into a water glass

I know from the moment
he jumps
that he plans to spill it 

A poem in which
I know because I have been the water glass

I have been spread thin                                                           My contents empty
Dirty

                A poem in which          I am
     A mess

to be cleaned up 
                               

     A stain
A watermark 
 

A poem in which I could stop him 
But I’m a little busy

Which is to say that my dysphoria has chained me to the bed once again
A poem in which I should stop him 

But he is only thirsty 
The foxes are only thirsty
 

3. A Poem In Which I Am Tired
A poem in which my mother is scared                                                       and this has become a regular
occurrence

  I don’t know how to tell her that I’m scared, too 
    



That I have been 
That I always will be
 

A poem in which my mother tells my siblings to protect me 
A poem in which I hear her say instead prepare for your sibling’s inevitable demise

            
A poem in which 

I cry
A poem in which 

I hold my brother for the next half hour
 

Because I need to feel him breathe against me
A poem in which I have stopped breathing 

                
Which is also a regular occurrence 

and I have yet to find a pretty metaphor 
For a panic attack 
 

4. A Poem In Which I Am Complicated
A poem in which I love you                                                                         has begun to sound 

     like goodbye
 

A poem in which there is currently ice cream 
on my tongue and this feels like a win

A poem in which                 lately
surviving is a victory 
 

A poem in which the ice cream is fictional 
and I still wear the gold medal to bed

And wake up with it choking me
 

5. A Poem In Which Love Is No Longer Enough
A poem in which I finally explain why all the poems I write are about love
 

A poem in which I am drowning
A poem in which I am also burning

A poem in which this should be a contradiction
but I am dry ice
 

and maybe the best way to explain is to say 
 

That some days, I wake up
And my bedroom has flooded
And my clothes are drenched with ice water
And I am shivering
And I simply use the bathroom and go back to sleep 

And some days
In the morning, I am on fire
But by noon, I am smoke

                
And other days, I am just a wet coal 

A poem in which I feel like a Pinterest board
filled with ideas of what to do with a cremated body

A poem in which 
not a single idea 
is an urn                                                                because nobody is ready to let me rest yet

A poem in which this is normal 



 
6. A Poem In Which Black Peeks Out Of My Tank Top 

A poem in which the first time I put on my binder 
I felt trapped 

And it’s so     confusing 
A poem in which I stop binding because I’m worried about my lungs 
                

A poem in which I can’t breathe anyway
 

A poem in which foxes feast on my bones
and girls tell stories around an open flame
 

In the stories, I am long dead
In the stories, I am see-through 
and still don’t understand that I am a ghost
In the stories, the only thing in my coffin
is a pair of shriveled lungs

    
7. A Poem In Which I Explain The Title
A poem in which most days, I swear something is living on my chest

A poem in which 
it is weighing me down
slowing my breath
 

A poem in which most mornings, I wake up expecting 
to see a flash of red

A poem in which instead, I find my own humorless brown eyes 
        staring back at me
 

8. A Poem In Which I Don’t Know Which Identity To Choose
A poem in which my father tells me to put blackness before my queerness

And then wonders why they can’t sleep in the same bed
 

A poem in which I say I am out 
 

And then remember the time that I hid from my family at a movie theatre
because I was on a date with my ex 

who at the time identified as a girl
 

A poem in which I remember that he held my hand anyway and I feel better about hiding 
 

9. A Poem In Which I Am Numb
Remember the water glass?
 

A poem in which it is now on its side 
            A poem in which it is now empty
A poem in which it has finally stopped rolling 
                        but it can still feel the tremors
            The way you feel waves long after you’ve left the sea
A poem in which I lied
                There is a single drop in the water glass
        but it is not enough
A poem in which the night before I filled a cup with water 
                            And I did not drink it 
    Instead, I dipped a paintbrush     inside 

            In the morning, I ask my sister to show it to my mother



            In the morning, the chains are back and I am spiraling
            In the morning, I bite my tongue until it bleeds 
            In the morning, my poems fill with blood

                                        Though maybe it is 
only my mouth

    
My mother calls it nice                                            A poem in which I wonder 

if this is how she ranks my existence 
            And then I shove that intrusive thought 
                into my fabric box

                    and simply walk away 

A poem in which 
Each step shakes
And Paralyzed by NF 
Plays in the background
And I can’t hear it
A poem in which
I am not okay             A poem in which 

I remember okay 
like a dead sister       

A poem in which
                                 that dead sister takes 

root in my brain
and I rename her 
 

Dysphoria
A poem in which I am the dead sister
or at least I used to be

                    
A poem in which everyone invites my
dead sister places 
 

and dysphoria teaches her corpse to walk again
and dysphoria tells me it was always supposed to be this way
and dysphoria wins because I have given up everything that keeps her at bay
                    
 


